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Bakos, Susan Crain. Dear Superlady of 
Sex: Men Talk About Their Hidden Desires, 
Secret Fears, and Number-One Sex Need. 
St. Martin' s. Oct. 1990. c.256p. ISBN 
0-312-05070-4. $17.95. 
Reinisch, JuneM. with Ruth Beasley. The 
Kinsey Institute New Report on Sex: What 
You Must Know To Be Sexually Literate. 
St. Martin's. Oct. 1990. c.544p. ed. & 
comp. by Debra Kent. illus. index. 
ISBN 0-312-05268-5. $22.95. MED 
Reinisch, director of the Kinsey Institute, 
uses this work to unveil a new Kinsey 
survey (not available for review) that re-
veals a continued ignorance on the part of 
Americans in regard to sexual matters. 
The format of the book allows readers to 
peruse general areas of concern (e.g., 
body image and self-esteem, problems 
with sexual functioning, sex and aging, 
contraception, sexuaJJy transmitted dis-
eases). Each section provides a brief 
overview with definitions, followed by re-
sponses to questions received by the In-
stitute. The volume provides the scientifi-
c.ally based responses readers have come 
to expect from the Institute. A detailed 
analytical index (not available for review) 
will be essential to the intended reference 
function of the book. [Previewed in Pre-
pub Alert, U 6/15/90.]. 
Bakos, a sex advice columnist for Pent-
house and Forum magazines, is con-
cerned with showing women the intimate 
details of men's sexuality, from the way 
men talk to the way they think and fanta-
size to the way they act out those fanta-
sies. The 25 chapters are set up in a casual 
questi.on-and-answer format, with the re-
sponses made up of commentary from the 
author' s various interview subjects. The 
language is coarser than the Kinsey Insti-
tute work, and the focus is more on psy-
chology and satisfaction than the broader 
outline of the Institute book. Both, how-
ever, present a complex picture oftoday's 
LIBRARY JOURNAU OCfOBER 1, 1990 
sexual world , with its postsexual freedom 
reexaminations and the underlying effect 
of the AIDS epidemic. Both are recom-
mended for public library collections.-
Robert Aken, Univ. of Kentucky Libs., 
Lexington 
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